
DGfS-CL Fall Shool 2011:Introdution to Tree Adjoining GrammarExerises for the �rst week1. (a) Let G be a ontext-free grammar with the following rewriting rules:S → NE VP NP → DET NVP → V NP → NEVP → V NP VP → ADV VPV → singsADV → neverNE → PaulDET → aN → songGive a TSG whih strongly lexializes this CFG. Why is the resulting TSG not linguistiallysatisfying?Solution:The following TSG lexializes G. Note that the subategorization frames are no longer loal-ized: VPADV VPnever SNE VPPaul VPV NPsingsVPVsings NPDET Nsong DETa NPNEPaul(b) Consider the following TSGs:
G1:SA S SA T TB T Aa Tb Bb
G2: SA B AA A BB B Aa BbWe assume that these TSGs have both a start symbol, namely S. I.e, only trees with rootsymbol S are in the tree language.i. What are the string languages generated by the two TSGs?Solution:Both generate the same language, namely {anbk |n, k ≥ 1}.ii. Deide for eah of the TSGs whether it an be strongly lexialized, i.e., whether a lexi-alized TSG exists that generates the same set of trees. If so, give suh a TSG. If not,explain why not and give a weakly equivalent LTAG.Solution:

G1 an be strongly lexialized:



SA Sa SA Ta TB Tb Tb
G2 annot even be weakly lexialized, sine lexializing the S tree would inhibit the addingof either more bs or as.Weakly equivalent LTAG:SA Ba b AA A∗a BB B∗b2. Let L1 := {anbncn | n ≥ 0}, L2 := {anbncndn | n ≥ 0}.(a) Give a TAG (with adjuntion onstraints) that generates L1.Solution:TAG for L1:S
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(b) Give a TAG (with adjuntion onstraints) that generates L2.Solution:TAG generating L2:
S SNA
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c3. (a) Generalize the CYK algorithm in order to make it work for a TAG whih has elementary treeswith more than two daugthers per node. Hint: You have to exhange the dedution rulesMoveUnary and MoveBinary for a single new rule, whih you might want to all MoveUp.Solution:Replae the dedution rulesmove-unary andmove-binary with a single new rulemove-up:Move-up: [γ, (p · 1)⊤, i0, f11, f12, i1], . . . , [γ, (p ·m)⊤, im−1, fm1, fm2, im]

[γ, p⊥, i0, f11 ⊕ · · · ⊕ fm1, f12 ⊕ · · · ⊕ fm2, im]As a side ondition, we require that the node address p · (m+ 1) does not exist in γ.4. Give the tree sets of two non-loal MCTAGs that derive the following sentenes. Try to give alinguistially sound analysis, and say why it is sound, and why it is non-loal (if that is the ase).You do not have to use features! Also provide the derivation tree and the derived tree.(a) Extration out of a omplex NP:(1) [Whih painting℄i did you see a piture of i?(b) Extraposition of a relative lause:(2) Somebodyi lives nearby [whoi has a CD burner℄.2


